
Complete each sentence using the in�nitive form of the verb in

parentheses.
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Name :

1) Chloe will try

to listen to her. (speak)

to them once again, but they are unlikely

2) The painter has planned

(exhibit)

his collection at the gallery.

3) Rachel would like Spanish. (learn)

4) After the guests leave, I have the dishwasher. (load)

5) The scientist chose the old superstitions. (reject)

6) Herbert was pretending helpful and supportive. (be)

7) We need more trees to �ght climate change. (plant)

8) Stacy has managed only part of the assignment. (�nish)

9) The doctor wished all his patients healthy. (see)

10) Norman expects

colors. (pass)

the mathematics exam with !ying
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Complete each sentence using the in�nitive form of the verb in

parentheses.
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Name : Answer Key

1) Chloe will try

to listen to her. (speak)

to them once again, but they are unlikelyto speak

2) The painter has planned

(exhibit)

his collection at the gallery.to exhibit

3) Rachel would like Spanish. (learn)to learn

4) After the guests leave, I have the dishwasher. (load)to load

5) The scientist chose the old superstitions. (reject)to reject

6) Herbert was pretending helpful and supportive. (be)to be

7) We need more trees to �ght climate change. (plant)to plant

8) Stacy has managed only part of the assignment. (�nish)to !nish

9) The doctor wished all his patients healthy. (see)to see

10) Norman expects

colors. (pass)

the mathematics exam with !yingto pass
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